Fixed Income

Executive Summary:
•
•
•
•

Momentum Rating for Bond ETFs was downgraded to a C rating (start of a negative trend) in Trendrating’s
November 2016 report
Since the C rating, there has been an average price drop of 7%
Since November 2016, the Bond ETFs covered in the November report have been further downgraded to a D
rating (established negative trend)
High Yield Bond ETFs remain in positive momentum territory

In November 2016, we provided an early warning of negative momentum creeping into Fixed Income markets by issuing this
report, which is available on the Trendrating website. In the report, we questioned whether the long bond rally was over? Since
we issued the report, momentum in the Fixed Income markets has deteriorated further.
The Trendrating Smart Momentum analytic detects changes in momentum quickly and reliably, thereby helps investors limit
downside capture1 by protecting profits in negatively trending markets whilst facilitating maximum participation in positively
trending markets
This report uses our innovative momentum analytics to:
i)
ii)
iii)

Capture the evolution of momentum in Fixed Income securities over the last three months
Provide an update on the 16 ETFs highlighted in the initial report
Investigate where opportunities might lie in Fixed Income markets

Evolution of Momentum: Fixed Income ETFs
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Figure 1: Proportion of Recently Issued Momentum Ratings

Figure 1 above displays the Momentum ratings issued by Trendrating over the last three months. We find that 76% of issued ratings
have been for ETFs entering established bear trends (D ratings). Approximately 14% of issued ratings have been for securities in
positive trends.
Negative momentum is established in bond markets. Investors should remain wary. Trendrating Alerts will provide a timely signal
when momentum reverses in this, or any other asset class. Be sure to check your alerts on a regular basis.
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Table 1 below shows momentum developments for all 16 ETFs that were highlighted in the original report.

Table 1: Performance analysis

Summary:
• All ETFs have been downgraded to a D rating
• Since the report was issued these ETFs are down a further 3%, on average
• These ETFs are now down by an average of 7% since their negative trends were first spotted

Table 2 below shows ETFs that track High Yield, Corporates and Treasury securities in the US, Developed Europe and
UK.

Table 2: Fixed Income Market Analysis

Summary:
• Most Fixed Income ETFs are moving to negative momentum
• High Yield Bonds remain in postive momentum
• The UK Bond market is anomalous as Corporate, High Yield and GILT securities all remain positive
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Charts:
Below are the updated charts of the Fixed Income ETFs identified in the original report.
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Disclaimer
The evaluations, rankings and information provided by Trendrating (the “Services”) are provided solely for
the use of finance professionals (the “Users”) who have been issued a license to use the Services by
Trendrating and who, by nature of their status as investment professions understand, or are expected to
understand, the complexity of finance products, the functioning of the markets and the risks inherent in
them. The Services are not offered for use by persons not employed or actively working as professionals in
the finance and investment industry. The Services are to be used entirely at the risk of the Users. Included
in the Services are forward-looking statements that are based on observations, assumptions and
calculations that reflect Trendrating’s expectations. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to materially differ from those expectations. The
Services are not intended to constitute a recommendation of any specific security or financial product and
are to be implemented solely in conjunction with or as part of a complete investment evaluation conducted
by the Users.

Under no circumstances shall Trendrating, its officers, directors, employees or agents be liable for any
damages, lost profits or investment losses that result in any way from use of the Services or any
interruptions, errors or delays in the Services.
Trendrating S.A. © 2013-2017. All rights reserved.
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